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4th grader spearheads
entrepreneurship
program at
Union County elementary
school
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Students in Union will have the opportunity to
“venture” into something completely different
this new school year. The Livingston
Elementary School is launching the TREP$
entrepreneurship education program for the
first time, and they have 9-year-old Jazmin
Velasquez to thank.
Velasquez, a fourth-grader at the school, is
“uniquely qualified” to spearhead TREP$, a
project-based learning experience that
teaches children in grades 4 to 8 the basics of
small business ownership. As the owner of
Slime by Jazmin, she sells homemade slime of
various scents and colors, in addition to
producing do-it-yourself slime kits and hosting
“slime parties.”
“I am a professional slimeologist. I learned
how to make slime when I was 7 by watching
Youtube videos. It became my passion, and I
started making it for friends and family at first,”
Velasquez explained.
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Velasquez decided to turn her “love of all things slime” into something bigger after her mother took
her to a TREP$ Marketplace in Cedar Grove last year. “At the Marketplace, we saw the potential with
entrepreneurship at a young age. The students had so much talent and great ideas. We were
surprised to find out over 35,000 kids in New Jersey had started businesses through TREP$. It
inspired us to support turning Jazmin’s hobby into a business,” said Velasquez’s mother.

It wasn’t long before Velasquez launched Slime by Jazmin. In conjunction with an Alex’s Lemonade
Stand fundraiser run by her school, she first sold her slime to her classmates and donated the
proceeds to the childhood cancer research organization. After visiting classrooms and showing
samples, students lined up to buy her slime. Success has continued for the business, with sales at
flea markets, summer camps, birthday parties, farmers’ markets, and most recently the Union
Mayor’s Day 5K.
In addition to running her fledgling business, Velasquez was determined to bring the program that
inspired her to Livingston School. Helping Velasquez launch the entrepreneurship education
initiative is her third-grade teacher, Kelly Kitzman. “In addition to being a teacher, I am a realtor and
entrepreneur. So when Jazmin shared during a Social Studies lesson that she had started a slime
business, and her parents told me about TREP$, I immediately knew it was something I wanted to
bring to the students at our school.”
After gaining the support of principal Ben Kloc and recruiting teachers Lindsay Conneely and Maria
Sibilia to help, the teacher-student duo set their sights on raising the money needed to cover the
costs associated with the program. Kitzman and Velasquez spent several days in August and
September visiting Union businesses to ask for support. To date, they have collected more than
$2,600 in donations. “We have been overwhelmed by the generosity of the Union community. As
small business owners themselves, I think the donors recognize what a wonderful opportunity it is
for the kids to be exposed to this type of thinking at such a young age,” Kitzman noted.
Interest in the program has been high, with 90 participants anticipated. The first TREP$ Workshop
kicks off next month, and the school’s TREP$ Marketplace is scheduled for Dec. 18. For more
information on Trep$, go to https://www.trepsed.com/.

